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Scope

The National Air Duct Cleaners Association
(NADCA) recognizes the Source Removal method""
as the only acceptable way to properly clean and
decontaminate air duct systems.
Although duct cleaning is a finally routine process, it
does involve knowledge about the duct systems and
its various components. Conventional air duct
systems consist of supply and return. The supply
ducts of an HVAC system supply heated and cooled
air from an air handler unit to a main ?Trunk? line,
the main Trunk line carries the air to small ?Branch?
line, which then distributes the air to various
locations throughout the areas served.

Steps
1. Team W ork

The teamwork arrives at facility
on time, in a clearly marked Van
and in uniform.

2. Area Of W ork
The technicians will prepare the area for service by covering floors
with protective clothes and placing corners guards where needed.

The technician will test the
system for proper operation;
disconnect the power before
start cleaning.

The supervisor will explain to you all the importance of indoor air quality, and the
duct cleaning processes related to the area.

3. System Setup

W e will use some of the most
powerful equipment available.
To begin, we run a 12?
Vacuum hose from the Air
Negative Machine (TurboJet
SuperMax) to the supply line
of the system, all dust, dirt and
debris is pulled directly back
to the TurboJet, No dirt will
leak to the area.

For more details visit our website:
www.sort-airductcleaningtechnology.com

4. Air Terminal

The technician will remove and
wash all terminals using water
and EPA , approved cleaners and
sanitizer.
The technician carefully seals all terminals opened before cleaning to
maximize the air flow, (all the air terminals opened will be pre-vacuumed
using HEPA filtered vacuum machine with high static pressure).

5. Agitation

High pressure air (Air wisck forward, reverse and sidewinder methods),
complete with specialized agitation power brush tools (cobra5 system)
are used to dislodge the dirt and debris so that the vacuum can pull it into
the containment unit.

The technician installs a
galvanized sheet metal access
panel over the hole and attaches
it with 12 screws in accordance
with NADCA? standards and
seals the patch with tape. The
technician seals the hole made
to insert the agitation tools
with an approved plug.

Once the supply side has been thoroughly cleaned, steps will be applied to the return side.

6. Unit
The technician vacuums the interior surface of the main unit, the cooling
coil will be cleaned with HEPA vacuum and coil cleaner, after that the
blower motor will be cleaned, and the whole unit will be sanitized.

7. Sanitizing
After the system has been
cleaned an EPA registered air
duct sanitizer will be applied
while the system is still under
negative pressure, the sanitizer
is sprayed into each register
with an ultra-low volume
fogger (Dynamite, EnviroCon,
Ultra Odor Kill, soot set, zap
and Coil Bright).

8. Video Inspection
The technician will take Videos & pictures for Air Duct will be taken
before and after cleaning to be noted in the final report.

Once the whole system has been thoroughly cleaned
and sanitized, the technician reseals all access holes
with metal patches, reinstall all registers and test the
system for using.

9. Report
A detailed decontamination report will be submit up on work
completion, complete with videos and pictures for duct (before and after)

Duct Before

Duct After

Indoor Air Quality
Indoor air contaminants can originate within the building or be drawn
in from outdoors. Particulate matter can come from away places like
blowing desert sans & volcanic eruptions from nearby sources such as
pollinating trees, industrial emissions, vehicle exhaust, cleaning
chemicals and pesticides. If this contaminant's source is not controlled,
IAQ problems can arise.
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